UNM Pathology Department Residency Photos: 1978 to 2017

Humorous Group Photos Published annually in the “Directory of Pathology Training Programs in the United States and Canada”, by the "Intersociety Council for Pathology Information Inc.”
Non-aerial photograph of recently renovated facilities with house staff quarters on left and Venturi morgue on right.
Professional demeanor characterized by strict dress code.
“G. Thomas, ’80.”
“Resident applicants must be graduates of approved medical schools or pass suitable qualifying exams.”
Residents await annual “Career Goals and Objectives” sessions with the Department Chairman.
The only pathology department in the world to recycle its hot air.
Another UNM First—3D Video Non-Invasive Autopsy.
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Although this is available, most residents choose to take their boards in anatomic and clinical pathology.
Our panel of experts scrutinizes difficult cases.
Doors to faculty offices are always open to housestaff.
Exposure to diverse cultural techniques is offered.
Resident applicants will be driven by departmental limo directly to hotel.
UNM Pathology residents receive free memberships in the Albuquerque Yacht Club.
“Many residents visit the hospital chapel before signout sessions with faculty.”
After the recent discovery of "Laboratory Services Microbrewery," the Chairperson is reconsidering the encouragement of independent research projects by residents.
The department chair closely supervises her residents' activities.
Moonlighting opportunities exist for our residents
Due to its geographic proximity to Roswell, the UNM residency program provides a unique variety of autopsy cases for learning terrestrial and other types of pathology.
Ancient Anasazi petroglyphs provide further evidence of the longstanding tradition of pathology in New Mexico.
Hypoxia and dropped slides are the only factors limiting anatomic pathology conferences scheduled during the annual Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta.
Local forest fires threaten but do not halt AP signout at the University of New Mexico.
UNM's anti-bioterrorism team (staffed by residents who have not yet achieved "honors"), is caught in action while it awaits full government funding for optimal protective gear.
Through the din of heavy machinery and the remonstrations of the construction site foreman, University of New Mexico pathology residents, eager to move to the new laboratory building, continue their work unabated.
Systems Based Practice In Action! Ever dauntless, UNM pathology residents experiment with methods to deliver specimens from the University Hospital to the new off-site lab.
CSI NEW MEXICO (UNM path residents and veteran forensic pathologist, Dr. Patti McFeeley) caught in action! It’s an accidental death of two New York tourists, and the team prepares to bag the second body. “Obvious case of overdose on New Mexico chiles combined with unaccustomed sun exposure explains McFeeley, pointing to the second body. Another crack(ed) deduction by this imaginative but more important, always good-looking team.
New Mexico: Land of the alien autopsy (Roswell), the Virgin Galactic Spaceport (Upton) and didactic, galactic pathology (UNM, Albuquerque)
UNM makes excellent use of its physically active, senior faculty such as Dr. McFeeley, semi-retired forensic pathologist; fortunately, body bags balance nicely over the withers.
Unlike the rest of America this election year, the UNM Pathology Residency is in favor of BOTH CHANGE and EXPERIENCE.

MONTHLY PATH RESIDENT EARNINGS AFTER PAYING BILLS

A FEW OF OUR SEASONED FACULTY
UNM Pathology: a leader in robotic image analysis
The University of New Mexico Department of Pathology encourages its residents to pursue cutting edge research using the most up-to-date methods.
Residency in New Mexico is tough on the psyche.
“Gleeful Pathology Residents enjoying New Mexico’s 50 degree December weather”
“It’s Always Sunny in Albuquerque!”
Growing older but not growing up. UNM Department of Pathology: odd since 1964.